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Alert Example

The following is an example of a Warning hazard alert.

Number Description

1. How to Avoid the Hazard

2. Source of Hazard and Severity

3. General Alert Icon

4. Signal Word

5. Type of Hazard

6. Hazard Symbol(s)
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               Magnetic Field Hazard

This product contains magnetic motors that can be hazardous to implanted
medical devices, such as pacemakers, and cause personal harm, severe injury,
or death.
l Maintain a safe working distance of 30 cm from the motor when with an
energized robot if you use a cardiac rhythmmanagement device.

            Unauthorized Service

Personal injury or damage to equipment may result if this product is operated or
serviced by untrained or unauthorized personnel.
l Only qualified personnel who have received certified training and have the proper
job qualifications are allowed to transport, assemble, operate, or maintain the
product.

             Damaged Components

The use of this product when components or cables appear to be damaged may cause
equipment malfunction or personal injury.
l Do not use this product if components or cables appear to be damaged.

l Place the product in a location where it will not get damaged.

l Route cables and tubing so that they do not become damaged and do not present
a personal safety hazard.

             Inappropriate Use

Use of this product in a manner or for purposes other than for what it is intended may
cause equipment damage or personal injury.
l Only use the product for its intended application.

l Do not modify this product beyond its original design.

l Always operate this product with the covers in place.
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             Seismic Restraint

The use of this product in an earthquake-prone environment may cause equipment
damage or personal injury.
l The user is responsible for determining whether the product is used in an
earthquake prone environment and installing the appropriate seismic restraints in
accordance with local regulations.

Mechanical Hazards

             Pinch Point

Moving parts of the product may cause squeezing or compression of fingers or hands
resulting in personal injury.
l Do not operate the product without the protective covers in place.

                Automatic Movement

Whenever power is applied to the product, there is the potential for automatic or
unplanned movement of the product or its components, which could result in personal
injury.
l Follow safe practices for working with energized products per the facility
requirements.

l Do not rely on the system software or process technology to prevent unexpected
product motion.

l Do not operate the product without its protective covers in place.

l While the collaborative robotics system is designed to be safe around personnel,
gravity and other factors may present hazards and should be considered.
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             Vibration Hazard

As with any servo-based device, the robot can enter a vibratory state resulting in
mechanical and audible hazards. Vibration indicates a serious problem. Immediately
remove power.
l Before energizing, ensure the robot is bolted to a rigid metal chamber or stand.

Electrical Hazards

Refer to the specifications of theGuidance Controller Quick Start Guide for the electrical power.

               Electrical Shock Hazard

Contact with electrical power can cause personal harm and serious injury.
l To avoid electrical shock, disconnect the power before troubleshooting the
electrical components.

l Check the unit's specifications for the actual system power requirements and use
appropriate precautions.

l Never operate this product without its protection covers on.

               Electrical Burn

Improper electrical connection or connection to an improper electrical supply can result
in electrical burns resulting in equipment damage, serious injury, or death.

l Always provide the robot with the proper power supply connectors and
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               Electrical Fire Hazard

All energized electrical equipment poses the risk of fire, which may result in severe injury
or death. Fires in wiring, fuse boxes, energized electrical equipment, computers, and
other electrical sources require a Class C extinguisher.
l Use a fire extinguisher designed for electrical fires (Class C in the US and Class E
in Asia).

l It is the facility's responsibility to determine if any other fire extinguishers are
needed for the system that the robot is in.

Improper handling of the power source or connecting devices may cause component damage or equipment fire.
l Connect the system to an appropriate electrical supply.

l Turn off the power before servicing the unit.

l Turn off the
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             Trip Hazard

Cables for power and communication and facilities create trip hazards which may cause
serious injury.
l Always route the cables where they are not in the way of traffic.
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Emergency Stop Circuit (E-Stop)

The integrator of the robot must provide an emergency stop switch.

               Emergency Stop Circuit

Using this product without an emergency stop circuit may cause personal injury.

l Customer is responsible for integrating an emergency stop circuit into their
system.

l Do not override or bypass the emergency stop circuit.

Recycling and Hazardous Materials

Brooks Automation complies with the EU Directive 2002/96/EUWaste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment (WEEE).

The end user must responsibly dispose of the product and its components when disposal is
required. The initial cost of the equipment does not include cost
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2. Introduction to the Hardware

Guidance Input and Output (GIO) Module Overview

The Guidance Input and Output (GIO) module is a very compact device that connects to any
Guidance Controller and adds an additional twelve (12) optically isolated remote digital input
channels and eight (8) optically isolated remote digital output channels.

GIO modules interface to a controller via a two-wire, bi-directional, daisy chained RS-485 line, and
can be located up to approximately six (6) meters from the controller. Depending upon the timing
requirements of the application and the available 24VDC power, a mix of as many as eight (8 )
GIO's or Guidance Slave Boards (GSBs) may be connected to a RS-485 cable. (For PreciseFlexÊ
400 Sample Handlers with Linear Rails that include two internal GSBs, only two additional GIOs or
GSBs can be connected due to 24VDC power limitations.)

Figure 2-1: Guidance Input and Output (GIO) Module

The GIO contains unshielded 24VDC signals and pins. This product is intended to be
mounted in a cabinet or machine chassis that is not accessible when power is turned on.
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Once the GIO and the Guidance Controller are interfaced, the on/off states of the GIO digital inputs
and outputs are automatically transferred to the controller via the PreciseFlex Servo Network
protocol. Application programs running on the controller can access the GIO input and output
values as though they were local to the controller. The only consideration is that GIO values are
delayed somewhat because they are periodically transferred via the network protocol.

For systems that require an even greater number of remote digital inputs and/or outputs or other
types of IO interfaces, or those that require that the I/O be located a greater distance from a
Guidance Controller, Brooks sells an Ethernet-based Remote Input and Output Module (RIO). For
detailed information on the Guidance Controller or the RIO, refer to the Brooks PreciseFlex Library.
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GIO Hardware and Software Configuration Part Number: 609622 Rev. A

J7 J8 J9 GIO Unit GIO Keyword

Out Out In 4 GIO_4

In In Out 5 GIO_5

Out In Out 6 GIO_6

In Out Out 7 GIO_7

Out Out Out 8 GIO_8

RS-485 Signal Termination

There is one hardware configuration option that is dependent upon the ordering of modules in the
RS-485 daisy chain. For noise immunity, termination jumpers must be installed on the GIOs, GSBs,
or controller on the extreme ends of the RS-485 daisy chain. The termination jumpers must be
removed for all controllers or boards in between. On the GIO board, the Termination Jumper is
labeled J6. Consult the hardware description for a specific master controller to determine its RS-485
termination jumper location.

Controller Software Configuration

For the controller to communicate with an IO module, the GIO's GIO_Keyword must be entered into
the "Servo network node identifier" (DataID 151) parameter database array in the master controller.
This provides the controller with the information required to communicate with the GIO board. The
position of the GIO_Keyword in the DataID 151 array assigns the board a "network node number."
Within the controller's software environment, the network node number (and not the GIO's unit
number) is used to reference DIO on the GIO board. By convention, the first network node is
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This allows GIO boards to be
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Trajectory period (msec) Maximum number of GIO or GSB nodes

1 1

2 4

4 8

Table 3-2: Trajectory Periods, Maximum Number of GSB or GIO Nodes

Accessing GIO Remote DIO

Once the GIO and the Guidance controller are configured,8
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4. Hardware Reference

Guidance Input and Output (GIO) Hardware Overview

The Guidance Input and Output (GIO) module provides additional digital input and output signal
interfaces that further enhance a Guidance Controller's ability to connect to external equipment. The
interfaces and configuration hardware for this module include the following:

l Digital Inputs / Outputs Connector

l RS-485 Signal / 24VDC Power Connector

l RS-485 Termination Jumper

l Status Red/Green LED

l Unit Number Jumpers

Figure 4-1 illustrates the top surface of the GIO and identifies each of the user connectors and the
major configuration components. To jump to the detailed information for a specific connector, click
on the connector interface name or the connector.

Figure 4-1: The Top Surface of the GIO
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Figure 4-3: Sinking Digital Input

If an input signal is configured as "sourcing," the external equipment must pull the signal input pin to
ground to indicate a logical high and must let the line float high to 24VDC to
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Figure 4-5: Sinking Digital Output

If an output signal is "sourcing," the external equipment must pull-down the output pin to ground and
the GIO pulls this pin to 24VDC when the signal is asserted as true. This configuration is compatible
with "sinking" (NPN)
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Signal GPL Signal
Number Pin Pin

GPL Signal
Number

Figure 4-7:
Sourcing Digital

Input

Signal
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Figure 4-8: DB25 Female

In this case, the 26th pin of the GIO's Digital Input and Output Signals Connector is not utilized. The
pin numbers for the signals are changed due to the DB25 pin numbering scheme. The revised pin
numbers and the corresponding GPL signal numbers are described in Table 4-2. For the GPL signal
numbers "n" is the GIO's Network Node number that is defined when configuring the controller, not
the GIO's unit number.

Signal GPL Signal Number Pin Pin GPL Signal Number Signal

GND 1 14 GND

Input 1 n10001 2 15 n10002 Input 2

Input 3 n10003 3 16 n10004 Input 4

Input 5 n10005 4 17 n10006 Input 6

Input 7 n10007 5

n10007 InputI

Input I
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RS-485 Signal / 24VDC Power Connector

The GIO communicates with a Guidance Controller using a RS-485 interface. RS-485 is a two-wire,
bi-directional, multi-drop, daisy chained, high-speed serial interface. Once the GIO and controller
are connected and configured, the controller's operating system automatically manages reading
and writing the digital input and output signals on the GIO at a regular interval without requiring
special programming.

The RS-485 signals are provided in an IDC connector. To simplify wiring, this connector also
provides the 24VDC and ground lines that are necessary to operate the GIO. If a single GIO module
is interfaced to a Guidance Controller, a simple ribbon cable with an IDC connector on each end can
connect the GIO to the controller and provide both communication signals and power to the GIO.

Figure 4-9: IDC Connector

For reliable communications, termination jumpers must be installed
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Pin Description

8 RS485+

9 RS485-

10 GND

User Plug
Part No

AMP 746285-1 or Molex 22-55-2101 or 90142-0010. For the Molex plug, use Molex pins 16-02-
0103 and Molex crimp tool 63811-1000.
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LED State System Status Description

Blinking
red single

Board operating,
waiting for
communications.

The GIO CPU has completed it start-up process and is operational. The
GIO is waiting for RS-485 communication with the master Guidance
Controller to be established.

Blinking
red double

Board idle, not
communicating

The GIO did not connect to the master controller within 1 minute of boot
and is no longer listening to the RS-
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J7 J8 J9 GIO Unit GIO Keyword

In In In 1 GIO_1

Out In In 2 GIO_2

In Out In 3 GIO_3

Out Out In 4 GIO_4

In In Out 5 GIO_5

Out In Out 6 GIO_6

In Out Out 7 GIO_7

Out Out Out 8 GIO_8
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Figure 4-13: Locations of Key Sets of Jumpers

Table 4-6 describes each of the sets of jumpers and how the pins must be shorted ("jumpered") in
order to set a specific configuration. When a direction (e.g. left verses right) is described, it is with
respect to the GIO board oriented as shown in Figure 4-13.

Jumpers Description Setting

J11 Digital
Outputs
Sink/Source

These jumpers determine if each of the Digital Output Signals is "sinking"
or "sourcing." This array of jumpers consists of eight (8) columns of five (5)
posts. Each column determines the setting for a single digital output. The
left column (pins 1-5) control to the first digital output signal. To set an
output to sourcing, two(2) jumpers must be installed on the top four (4)
posts. To set an output to sinking, two (2) jumpers must be installed on the
bottom four (4) posts. For example, to set the first output to sinking, a
jumper should short pins 2 and 3 and a second jumper should short pins 4
and 5.
NOTE: As shipped from the factory, all outputs are set to sinking.

For sinking, short
bottom four posts
using two
jumpers

For Sourcing,
short top four
posts using two
jumpers

J10 Spare
Jumper

This is the right most jumper in the J7/J8/J9/J10 group and is currently
unused.
NOTE: As shipped from the factory, this jumper always is installed.

Always installed

Table 4-6: Sets of Jumpers & How Pins Must Be Shorted
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Appendix A: Product Specifications

General
Specification Range & Features

Interface to Guidance Controller

Communications
Interface

Interfaces via a two-wire, bi-directional, daisy chained RS-485 line and can be located up
to approximately six (6) meters away from the controller.

Communications
Protocol Operates as part of the PreciseFlex Servo Network.

Scanning Rate Input and output states are updated at the rate set by the "Trajectory Generator update
period in sec" (DataID 600) of the master controller. This update rate is typically 1-4 msec.

Number of units

A combination of up to eight (8) GIOs and GSBs can theoretically be simultaneously
interfaced to a Guidance Controller. The actual maximum is a function of the òTrajectory
Generator update period in sec" (DataID 600) of the master controller and the available
24VDC power. In typical systems, a maximum of four (4) GIO or GSB boards can be
simultaneously operated. 

Input and Output Interfaces

Digital Input
Channels

12 optically isolated digital inputs
Configurable in banks of 4 as sinking or sourcing
5VDC to 24VDC for logic high if sinking
24VDC supplied for logic high if sourcing

Digital Output
Channels

8 optically isolated

t
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General
Specification Range & Features

Low Voltage Logic
Power

24VDC required for logic and input/output functions

A minimum of 0.05 Amps is required for logic power. A maximum of 1 Amp additional is
required when all eight (8) digital outputs are configured as sourcing and are driving
100mA each and all of the digital inputs are configured as sourcing. If the digital outputs
are driving less than 100ma each, the additional 1 Amp will be reduced accordingly. In a
typical system, sourcing outputs normally drive 20mA to 50mA.
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